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The Mistakes Of A Woman will empower you, will make you cry, will make you reminisce on painful

memories, and will also show you where you might have gone wrong in your previous relationship,

but it will also teach you a valuable lesson of self-love. This book will give you different scenarios of

mistakes we make as women during relationships, dating, letting go, and even going back to the

arms of the person that keeps breaking our hearts. If you are not able to accept and face your

mistakes, this book isn't for you. This book will leave you with many "aha moments" and very

important lessons.
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M. Sosa devotes her time, sharing her thoughts, on various social media platforms that have given

her work a lot of exposure. Her words have touched many hearts throughout the years, and

because of this, she has decided to publish her first book in hopes of inspiring women to find their

self-worth again.

I thought the book was okay!!! Easy read. I was expecting a little more. But you can definitely take

away something important from the book. To me it was stuff I already knew about myself but it was

an easy read for those with no experience in the dating world, I would strongly recommend the

book.

This was a nice book, that tracked many of the journeys women today are having with themselves



and men. I would recommend this book, but probably for a younger age group than myself. I am on

to read the quotes book. There are some encouraging words here to read.

I read this book over and over and over, it really made me understand that I'm worthy of love I'm

worth being committed to it help me to understand life and how to go after what I want and not to

settle for less in a relationship. And for that I thank the writer of this wonderful book!!! M.Sosa ur

amazing Ã°ÂŸÂ˜Â˜

I am so happy i purchased this book because Ms Sosa was so on point with everything we ladies

don't think to ask these lil men/boys the thirst is real and i want to Thank Ms Sosa for opening my

eyes to a lot of real talk...I will reread this book to make sure i did not miss nothing absorbing it all

in....

Loved this book , worth the buy, worth the read , I tell everybody about it because I was going

through so much in my last relationship. The book gives out great tips , things you will to work on in

your next relationship it' even gave me hope !! A must buy . Already two of my friends have read it !

This book is amazing!! It truly captures real life and how us woman should be treated. I think I

finished the book in one day, I could not put it down. I continue to keep it on my nightstand and go

back to it daily. Any person can relate. It's definitely a must read.

This is a very good book, it's something that us women can relate to, it did alot of good for me.

Personally because of her words and what she speaks about , she not only talks about the mistakes

we sometimes make but you learn a lot and it changes your way of thinking, for the better of course

...its just so much more than that, you'll just have to read it for yourself you won't be disappointed!! I

highly recommend!

Started reading and I couldn't put it down until I was done. Put a lot of things in perspective. I feel

like I'm heading in the right way to be a stronger and healthier woman. Very easy to relate to.

Doesn't blame either partner just helps you be a better mate.
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